LETTER 17

March 19th 1904

Messrs Lawrence & Hanson
Sydney.

Dear Sirs,

Yours of the 16th to hand, re Electric Clocks, although the dials from 12” to 4 ft diameter have come to hand for the “Wensleydale” and “Anarathow?” we have not yet received any “Controllers” which is most annoying as nothing can be done without them. I would certainly have had a good Exhibit at the show, and come down myself to assist you, bringing movement for a dial of 6 ft diameter which I made, and have had working for the last two months and have sold one for advertising purposes. I am at a loss to understand the delay of the Home people, it seems an absurdity to send one without the other.

If I hear from them this week and there is any chance to obtain in time I will let you know.

Will you inform me per return if you have lamps of 210 volts in stock ?? I have most probable orders for 41 lamps 210 V. with holders, shades etc and one arc lamp to run off same circuit which is rather high for one lamp, so I wrote suggesting a bunch of say six incandescent lamps under water tight shade, as it is for outside and will require less attention, have you anything to offer for this.

I hope to send order for myself with these goods.

Awaiting your reply

I am yours etc.

Alf Geo Jackson